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About This Game

YOUR CITY HANGS IN THE BALANCE -
YOU MUST SHOW THEM THE WAY

Don't Pray To Satan is an unforgiving city simulator/strategy game, where you must monitor and prevent your city's inhabitants
from praying to Satan and bringing about the end of days.

Feel vexation like never before as the city you just spent 4 hours keeping alive sacrifices themselves to unholy hellfire at
their own hands.

Monitor each of your citizens for signs of corruption, and try and mitigate the damage the corrupt can do.

Call upon a variety of divine powers to stem the flow of Satanism.

Recruit citizens to become your Vessel to aid you in your struggle.

Prepare daily for the Black Mass - the Satanist's nightly ritual which accelerates them to their goal.

A fully-fledged artificial life system: citizens have homes, jobs, hobbies, interests, a daily schedule that varies... and dark
secrets they keep from their neighbors.
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Randomly generated cities: buildings, townsfolk, jobs, businesses, everything: no two cities or its populace will ever be
alike.

Full day-night cycle: you must carefully monitor your citizens habits during the day, and watch out for those who stay
out at night.
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don't pray to satan steam

The worst adventure ever and very bugy.. there are some good tracks
+there are some good mini games

±The control system is extremely arcade: you just press for 0.2 second the right button and the car will make a 90 degrees turn
±tracks are good but very short: 1 minute lenght

-Graphic sucks for a 2010 game
-You have guns and destroy the opponents....but they don't shoot at you (i damaged my car only when i hit mines)
-AI is stupid
-the map doesn't show the track but just some arrows (opponents) and a red dot (checkpoint)
-few cars

i got this for free, but for 8.99€....no thanks

vote 4/10

ps Sorry for the bad english. Hit and miss... The game is an RTS focused on combat. That means no base building or
management of resources. You have a limited amount of troops for each mission and maybe some reinforcements in some
missions. So you must cure and repair. The story is ok, nothing special but keeps ya interested. Music is also ok. Graphics are
old but kinda nice for a game that was released almost 20 years ago. Along with the Dark Conspiracy expansion, there are 45
missions to play and it took me around 52 hours to finish it, so good length. Decent voice acting.

Found no bugs and got no crashes. Runs fine on win 7.

Now, this game has several annoying things that will challenge your patience. Pathfinding is just plain terrible. Units can take
long walks around other units just to go behind them or take paths that you often need to correct. There are no tooltips or any
help in-game. Units are really slow, like turtles, so most of your playtime is waiting for them to reach any point and others are
even slower than others. The ultimate annoyance is that you can't save and the balance of the game on later missions is really
bad. Even if you select the easiest difficulty you gonna be overrun by a massive amount of enemies that, most of the time, show
up from nowhere when you're about to finish the mission and you're usually decimated by then. So play it again and again till
you get lucky. Pretty boring and frustrating.

Overall, the game is somewhat entertaining but pretty much aged and the strategy factor is kinda irrelevant when the game is
designed to jump on you with unforeseeable surprises. Guess I can resume it like this: spend 59 minutes taking care of your
units, repairing and healing, plan your attack, succeed with your objectives, reach minute 60, get a sneaky massive attack with
almost no time to prepare, die and repeat. If that floats your boat, by all means, play it. I didn't want the game to beat me so I
finished it but surely was tempted to drop it more than a few times. Games with long missions where you can't save and you can
die with no means of seeing it coming are a thumbs down from me.. I cannot stress how cool this game is. Alright, so you like
Civilizations... so you like Galactic Civilizations, well this game is just like them, but better, and getting better all the time. Not
only does it allow you to design your own Starships, but it lets you set their scale as well. Want a ship bigger then a star system?
Ok, easy enough, its just gonna be expensive and take forever and a day to make, but still it will be there, all bigger than a star
system and all. And thats not all, this game has a massive sense of scale, EVERY planet is colonizeable in EVERY star system,
and each star system has a minimal of 2 planets to colonize with the average being 3-4. Not to mention that every time you play
a new galaxy is made, that YOU choose how many star systems are in, I personally made a galaxy that had 700 star systems,
(though you can go MUCH MUCH higher, your really only limited by what your comp can handle.)
But anywho, check this game out, its fun as hell.. I got this game for around 10 cents. this was the biggest waste of 10 cents i
have ever experienced. the game, if you can even call it a game, consists of trying to locate keys in vague locations, and
oftentimes the game glitches out and you cant see the key even though it is right in front of you. the scares are weak, and in all,
it felt like a waste of time and money. i hope that the game developer stepped up his skills fror the sequel, not that i plan on
playing it. also, the secret room on the 3rd floor was way too easy to find.. This is a beautiful fantasy\/sci-fi VR experience with
visuals that are subtly synced to a symphonic score. I've heard several people compare the setting to Avatar's Pandora, but the
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world here has its own palette and its own mysteries. I hear there is some interactivity if you have motion tracking controllers,
but I am a Rift user, and currently only have Xbox controllers, so I can't speak to that aspect of the product. It has been enough
for me to just be able to look around (you'll probably want to be standing for this one) and let things play out.

The default mode of this program is to play an almost 6-minute-long scene to the included score, but you can adjust it to disable
the built-in music and sync some of the visual effects to whatever music is playing on your computer's default audio device. (I
tried this with some Alan Walker YouTube videos playing in a browser window on the desktop and this worked out really well.)

If you're the first person in your family or circle of friends to have a Rift or Vive, this is a quick and easy way to demonstrate
the power and promise of VR. It's not a game (nor is it marketed as such), and it's not a typical narrative story. Rather, it is a
brief but wonderfully executed interlude on an alien landscape, and I really hope to see more experiences like this in the future.
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IMO Reppo and VRC should be the standard for all DLC in this game. The GP20 is amazing in every way. DTG should take
notes on how proper sound, controls, and immersion can bring a loco to life.. As a veteran of the classic MoH, CoD, BF games I
never thought it was possible for me to dislike a classic fps as much as I dislike this game. The most agrivating part of this title
is just poor level design and terrible AI. Nothing says fun like having random enemy spawns and then having that same enemy
insta-kill you... on easy difficulty. Your AI squadmates like to run in front of you as you're firing and do nothing besides act as a
bullet sponges (even worse than in most games). Ammo is scarse on some missions and abundent on others, with no real pattern
or reasoning (you can take guns from the enemy, but the drop rate is oddly skewed). While I understand and like the emphasis
on trying to replicate what fighting Vietnam was there needs to be a line drawn between that and playablity. There are entire
missions where the player is forced to cross large empty fields with enemies surrounding them. Clearing villages doesn't fare
any better as dozens of enemies will come pour out of one shack... even after you have pushed past it and your squadmates are
standing out front. I did enjoy the story telling, when I could experience it, but it was a struggle to follow after continually
replaying sections. If this game is cheap and you love 00's fps games then might as well try it but at $10 it is definately not worth
it.. Great game. Frustrating, addicting and hard.
Definitly worth the money.. This is a lovely 45 minute-1 hour long visual novel with a few choices. Beautiful art work and
interesting story. Plus, it is completely free.. Why is this still in here? It's a scam.. If you watch the trailer you basically know
what you're getting into.

I personally love this game. It has charming music, characters and graphics. I personally really love the colors in this game, it
gives it the right touch of bright and bouncy. The music is also amazing, I love every single track, and if the OST was for sale I'd
buy it in a heartbeat.

I have conflicting feelings on the game's length, clocking in shameless clock joke at an hour and a half. The length fits this game
well, you're able to absorb the the quirk and fun without being tired of the game. But I wish there was more. I want to know
more about this world and about these characters. There are a lot of questions I have about what happened pregame. I'm also
just a sucker for world building... Though these unanswered questions don't take away from the game at all.

This game is built on multiple play throughs, as there are many sidequests and items you can find to help you along your very
short, very silly adventure, so if you enjoy a game you can play more then once then this game is probably up your ally.

for $2.99 you're getting way more then your money's worth

9/10 Would take up arms against the Squid King again.
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